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Many parallel algorithms in domains such as graph analytics and simulations
execute more efficiently if some parallel tasks are executed before others. To
implement such priority-based task scheduling, the data structure of choice
is a concurrent priority queue (PQ). Unfortunately, PQ algorithms exhibit
an undesirable tradeoff. On one hand, traditional PQs always dequeue the
highest-priority task, and thus fail to scale because of contention at the head
of the queue. On the other hand, relaxed PQs avoid contention by dequeuing
tasks that are often so far from the head that the resulting schedule misses
the benefit of priority-based scheduling.
This thesis proposes novel architectural support for relaxing PQs without
straying far from the priority-based schedule. Our architecture, called Snug,
distributes the PQ and maintains a set of Work Registers that point to the
highest-priority task in each subqueue. Snug provides an instruction that
picks a high-quality task to execute. The instruction periodically switches
between visiting all the subqueues to get an accurate global snapshot and
visiting nearby subqueues to reduce traffic. Overall, Snug dequeues high-
quality tasks while simultaneously avoiding hotspots and excessive network
traffic. We evaluate Snug on graph analytics and event simulation appli-
cations. Snug reduces the average execution time of the applications by
1.6×, 4.9× and 3.4× compared to the state-of-the-art skip list, SprayList,
and software-distributed PQs, respectively.
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Many parallel algorithms in domains such as graph analytics [1, 2, 3], discrete
event simulation [4], and SAT solving [5] execute more efficiently if some
parallel tasks are executed before others. In this case, the desired execution
order can be attained with priority-based task scheduling: when the algorithm
creates a task T , it assigns a priority p to T , and if T1.p < T2.p, then T1
should execute before T2. (That is, lower p values mean higher priorities.)
The data structure of choice for implementing priority-based task scheduling
is a concurrent priority queue (PQ). A PQ maintains a collection of items,
each associated with a priority. It supports two basic operations: enqueue,
which adds an item to the correct position in the queue, and dequeue, which
removes the item with the highest priority from the head of the queue and
returns it.
Unfortunately, concurrent PQs are not scalable. Since every thread execut-
ing dequeue tries to remove the same highest-priority item, the head becomes
a synchronization hotspot [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. The resulting serialization and
synchronization overheads can dominate the execution time.
To avoid this problem, researchers have proposed to relax PQ semantics
and allow dequeue to return an item that is not the one of highest-priority
[12, 13, 14, 15]. Relaxed PQ algorithms use a variety of strategies to find
the item to dequeue. For example, some perform a short random walk on
a skip list to find an item to dequeue [12], while others pick the highest-
priority item between a thread-local PQ and a global shared PQ [14]. These
strategies alleviate the bottleneck at the head of the queue.
Relaxed PQ algorithms face the danger of straying too far from the desired
task execution order and ending up performing wasted work. For example,
in discrete event simulation, a thread may process an event that is far in
the future, only needing to reprocess it again later as new events that occur
from now until that time change the system state. Thus, the key difficulty
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in designing a relaxed PQ is to return high-priority items, i.e., those that are
close to the PQ head.
In practice, existing relaxed PQs often fail to achieve this goal. For ex-
ample, the SprayList [12] returns an item among the first O(t log3 t) ones
in the PQ with high probability, where t is the number of threads. For a
64-thread execution, this translates to a weak guarantee of returning an item
within the first 13, 824 in the queue (ignoring constant factors). Similarly,
with the recommended parameter k = 256, the k-LSM PQ [14] only guar-
antees returning an item within the first 16, 384 in the queue in a 64-thread
execution. Also, how well relaxed PQs distribute synchronization, as well
as the quality of the relaxation, is controlled by (sometimes multiple) pa-
rameter knobs [12, 13, 14]. Determining the right values of these knobs is
challenging, since they depend on many factors. Overall, current priority-
based task scheduling algorithms pose an unfortunate synchronization vs.
work-efficiency trade-off: alleviating the synchronization hotspot by using
relaxed PQs leads to wasted work.
This thesis introduces novel hardware support to avoid the above-mentioned
trade-off. Our architecture, called Snug, relaxes the priority order in a PQ
algorithm slightly, to alleviate contention while inducing, on average, little
wasted work. Snug distributes the PQ and maintains a set of Work Registers
that point to the highest-priority task in each subqueue. A new PickHead
instruction returns a high-priority task from the combined PQ for processing.
PickHead employs multiple techniques to pick a high-priority task with-
out congesting the network. Initially, PickHead reads all Work Registers in
parallel and returns a random task from within the R highest-priority ones
observed. R is called the Relaxation Count, and is dynamically adapted
by Snug, based on the rate of synchronization failures—which indicate the
degree of contention. In later PickHead invocations, PickHead reuses the ob-
tained information to avoid rereading the Work Registers. Finally, PickHead
sometimes reads from a set of nearby Work Registers, instead of from all
the registers, to save traffic. Overall, PickHead performs high-quality task
selection while avoiding hotspots, minimizing wasted work, and consuming
acceptable network bandwidth.
Snug effectiveness. We evaluate Snug on a simulated 64-core chip aug-
mented with Snug hardware, using graph and discrete event simulation ap-
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plications with various inputs. We compare the execution time of the appli-
cations using Snug and using several other PQ algorithms. Such algorithms
include software-only PQs based on a skip list, a SprayList, and a distributed
skip list; and a hardware-based centralized PQ. Snug reduces the average
execution time of the applications by 1.6×, 4.9× and 3.4× compared to the
state-of-the-art skip list, SprayList, and software-distributed PQs, respec-
tively. Compared to the latter two relaxed PQ designs, Snug reduces the
number of wasted tasks by 4.4× and 18.2×, respectively.
Overall, the contributions of this thesis are:
• The Snug architecture, consisting of Work Registers, a PickHead instruc-
tion and other Instruction-Set Architecture (ISA) extensions, and a design
for dynamically adapting the relaxation count to minimize PQ contention.
• Simulation-based evaluation of Snug using graph and discrete event simu-





2.1 Need for Priority-Based Task Scheduling
Many parallel algorithms share a similar structure. The work is decomposed
into tasks, which can generate new tasks as they run. The algorithm remains
correct regardless of the task execution order—which enables parallel task
execution—but executes more efficiently if some tasks execute before others,
according to some notion of priority. Processing a task out of priority order
leads to wasted work, where a task executes inefficiently and/or the results of
its computation are thrown away later. Examples of such algorithms include
graph algorithms, such as single-source shortest path (SSSP) [1, 2], minimal
spanning tree (MST) [16, 3], and betweenness-centrality [17]; discrete event
simulation [4]; and SAT solving [5].
The SSSP example. Given a weighted directed graph and a source node
s, SSSP finds the weight of the shortest path from s to every other node in
the graph. Most SSSP algorithms use relaxations [18], in which the algorithm
tests whether a shortest path found so far can be improved. Each node v is
associated with a dist(v) label (initially 0 for s and∞ for all other nodes). A
relaxation considers an edge (u, v) of weight w. If dist(u) +w < dist(v), the
algorithm updates dist(v) to be dist(u) + w. Updates of a node’s label are
synchronized (e.g., with atomic instructions), allowing relaxations to run in
parallel. The algorithm thus converges to the labels containing the weights
of the shortest paths from s.
Notice that any relaxation that does not update a node’s label to its true
distance can be considered wasted work, since it will be overwritten by the
relaxation that updates the label to the true distance. Dijkstra’s SSSP al-
gorithm [18, 1] relaxes each edge exactly once. It partitions the graph into
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explored nodes, whose distance from s is known, and unexplored nodes. In
each iteration, it picks the unexplored node u with the smallest label, marks
it explored, and relaxes every edge (u, v).
Priority-based task scheduling. By using node labels as priorities and
defining a task as relaxing every outgoing edge of a node, we can approximate
Dijkstra’s algorithm and minimize wasted work. Note that due to parallelism,
wasted work is not guaranteed to disappear. This is because two tasks may
perform conflicting relaxations. Empirically, however, this does not occur
often as discussed in Chapter 5. Similar concerns exist in other algorithms,
such as those mentioned above.
2.2 Concurrent Priority Queue Algorithms
Concurrent Priority Queues (PQs) are the natural data structures for imple-
menting priority-based task scheduling. A PQ maintains a collection of items
(i.e., tasks or nodes), each associated with its own priority p. We consider
lower p values to mean higher priorities. A PQ supports two basic opera-
tions: (1) enqueue adds an item to the collection, and (2) dequeue removes
the item with the highest priority (smallest p value) from the collection and
returns it.
PQs suffer from scalability problems, due to synchronization hotspots re-
sulting from the fact that every thread executing dequeue tries to remove
the same, highest-priority item. Motivated by this scalability problem, re-
searchers have relaxed PQs, allowing a dequeue to return a task that is not
the highest-priority one [12, 13, 14, 15]. Relaxed PQs alleviate the synchro-
nization hotspot, but increase the amount of wasted work. As a result, the
performance of the application may improve or degrade with a relaxed PQ.
Contention in standard PQs. Modern PQs [6, 19, 8, 10, 11] are imple-
mented based on the skip list data structure [20]. A skip list is conceptually a
sorted linked list in which some nodes contain “hints” that enable searching
in logarithmic time. PQs implement enqueue by inserting an item into the
skip list (which is sorted by priority), and dequeue by removing the head
item. For simplicity, we explain the PQ synchronization issues using the
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simpler linked list-based PQ, and discuss skip lists in Appendix B.
Linked-list insertions are performed by searching the sorted list for the
correct place to insert the new item, and linking a new node between the
successor and predecessor found by the search. Searching is done using only
reads, without acquiring locks [21]. The result is that enqueue operations
can proceed in parallel and scale well.
Linked-list deletions are done in two phases: the node is first logically
deleted by setting a “deleted” flag in the node, and then physically deleted
by updating the next pointer of its predecessor. We explain the details in
Appendix A. Both of these steps involve synchronization, either through
locks or atomic Compare-And-Swap (CAS) instructions. Crucially, threads
concurrently performing an enqueue all attempt to delete the same node,
resulting in a significant synchronization bottleneck. PQ research has fo-
cused on reducing the impact of this bottleneck—e.g., by batching physical
deletions [8]—but inevitably hits a scalability limit.
Relaxed PQs. Relaxed PQs eliminate the bottleneck at the PQ head by
distributing dequeue operations, often using randomization. SprayList [12]
is based on a centralized skip list, but a dequeue chooses its target item by
performing a short random walk on the list. MultiQueues [13] and Sheaps [22,
23] distribute the data structure, composing the logical PQ out of per-thread
PQs. Dequeues are performed from a remote queue only if the local queue is
empty [23], or from a queue chosen with a randomized protocol [13]. Other
approaches combine per-thread PQs with a global centralized PQ [14].
Overall, relaxed PQ designs trade off synchronization costs with increased
probability of wasting work, since the tasks returned by a relaxed PQ may
be far from the highest-priority tasks. For example, the SprayList [12] only
guarantees (with high probability) to return an element among the first
O(t log3 t) in the PQ, where t is the number of threads. The synchroniza-
tion vs. relaxation trade-off is sometimes controlled by multiple parameter
knobs [12, 13, 14]. Tuning these knobs poses a challenge, as the right value
depends on the number of threads, the input data, and the properties of the





The goal of this thesis is to design a PQ that minimizes both wasted work
and synchronization overhead. We accomplish both effects with Snug, which
is a novel architecture for high-performance, scalable, distributed PQs.
Snug exists in the context of a large cache-coherent multi-core with a
distributed directory. Each core (or core cluster) is physically close to a
module of the distributed directory. A single, programmer-declared logical
queue is distributed into multiple physical queues with their heads in the
directory controllers.
In such an environment, when a thread running on a core calls the enqueue
operation, the PQ library leverages the Snug hardware to enqueue the node
at the correct spot in the core’s local physical queue. When the thread calls
the dequeue operation, the PQ library leverages the Snug support to return
a node with one of the highest priorities in the PQ to the thread. The
hardware inspects a strategic set of the queues, to minimize both wasted
work and synchronization overhead and to avoid excessive traffic. Overall,
with Snug, enqueues are fast because they are local, while dequeues are both
fast and return high-priority nodes thanks to special hardware.
Figure 3.1 shows the Snug architecture. In a tiled multi-core, each node
has two hardware structures: a set of Work Registers in the directory con-
troller, and a PickHead module in the core. Each Work Register can function
as the head of a work queue. Cores can access all Work Registers in the chip
as memory-mapped locations in an uncacheable virtual address range. When
a Work Register is used, it has two 8-byte values: a pointer to the first node
in its queue, and that node’s priority. Such a design enables any core in



















Figure 3.1: Snug architecture in a directory-based multi-core.
ping-pong effect of the cached data across the network. In addition, there
are instructions that read both pointer and priority together, and that also
modify both pointer and priority atomically.
When a thread calls the dequeue operation, the PQ library issues a new
instruction called PickHead . The instruction may access all the queues, a
set of nearby queues (perhaps only the local queue), or no queue at all. For
each of the queues visited, the network transaction returns the information
in the Work Register—i.e., a pointer to the node at the head of the queue
and its priority.
When all or some of the queues are accessed, the returning information
is stored in a small Snapshot Memory in the core. PickHead then provides
the information for one of the highest-priority nodes in there to the software.
Sometimes, however, PickHead may not issue any network request at all. In
that case, it simply reuses information in the Snapshot Memory, returning
information for one of the nodes already there. In all cases, the library then
attempts to dequeue that node. If it fails, it calls PickHead again, and the
process repeats until a node is successfully dequeued.
The PickHead module in Figure 3.1 supports the PickHead instruction.
PickHead has low overhead because, if the instruction visits any queues, it
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triggers parallel transactions that read each of the relevant Work Registers
in parallel. Moreover, it minimizes wasted work because the nodes obtained
are the highest-priority nodes of the queues visited. However, we do not
want to return the very highest-priority node in the PQ because it would
cause all the threads to attempt a CAS on the same node. Instead, to reduce
contention, we use three mechanisms as follows:
(1) Snug sorts all the nodes in the Snapshot Memory based on their pri-
ority, considers only the top R of them, and picks one node at random to
return to the software. R (Relaxation Count) is stored in the R Register,
and is dynamically adapted by Snug based on the rate of synchronization
failures. (2) PickHead sometimes chooses to visit no queue and, instead,
returns another entry from the Snapshot Memory. (3) Once multiple entries
from the Snapshot Memory have been returned, PickHead chooses to visit
only the local queue (or a set of nearby queues) for a few times, rather than
all the queues.
The last two relaxations trigger inexpensive transactions. They induce
minimal or no traffic and contention, while often providing high-priority
nodes to dequeue.
3.2 PickHead Module Architecture
The PickHead module shown in Figure 3.2 implements the PickHead instruc-
tion. The goal of the instruction is to return one of the highest-priority nodes
in the PQ with minimal overhead. As the instruction starts executing, a De-
cision Logic module makes one of three choices: (1) issue a global access to
all Work Registers, (2) issue a local access, or (3) issue no network access at
all.
Global access. Under certain conditions, PickHead issues as many network
transactions as there are physical queues in the requested virtual queue.
These transactions proceed in parallel, each visiting a queue and returning
a 3-tuple to the Snapshot Memory (Figure 3.2). A tuple is composed of
the virtual address (VA) of the queue (which we call the queue ID) and the
contents of its Work register—i.e., a pointer to the node at the head of the
queue, and the node’s priority. At the end, PickHead needs to return one of



















Figure 3.2: PickHead module.
dequeue the node from its corresponding queue.
If the chosen node was always the highest-priority node, we would induce
high PQ contention. Therefore, the Sorter and Selector module (Figure 3.2)
first sorts the nodes in the Snapshot Memory in decreasing priority, and then
selects the subset of the nodes that have the highest priorities. This subset
is called the Inclusion Set. Its size is equal to the Relaxation Count stored in
the R Register (Figure 3.2). Finally, the PickHead module randomly selects
one of the nodes in the Inclusion Set and returns it to the software.
We will describe the sorting step in Section 4.2. Once the nodes are sorted,
note that there are many possible algorithms for picking a node from the
Inclusion Set—e.g., use a function of the core ID.
To set R, we would ideally use feedback from the contention for the PQ
and the amount of wasted work performed by the application. Unfortunately,
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wasted work is very application dependent, and programmers may find it
difficult to estimate. On the other hand, PQ contention is easy to measure.
Hence, in Snug, the PickHead instruction takes an operand (PrevFailed?)
that indicates whether the CAS on the node provided by PickHead in the
previous global access failed. The value of this operand is generated inside
the PQ dequeue library. In general, if the frequency of failures of CAS
operations is high, we want R to increase; if it is low, we want R to decrease.
The Double Exponential Moving Average (DEMA) unit (Figure 3.2) uses the
CAS success/failure history to set R. Section 4.2.1 explains the algorithm
used.
Local access. Under certain conditions, PickHead accesses only the local
queue or a few nearby queues. If the network is organized in clusters, Pick-
Head could access all the queues in the local cluster. This transaction is
inexpensive in terms of traffic and contention, but can potentially obtain a
node with a slightly-lower priority than if we performed a global access.
This case proceeds as explained for the global access. Specifically, the
responses are received in the Snapshot Memory; then, the Sorter and Selector
sorts the priorities of the nodes and randomly picks one node from the top R
highest-priority nodes—or from the total nodes, if there are fewer nodes than
R. In the corner case when PickHead accessed a single queue, the returning
data bypasses the Snapshot Memory and Sorter and Selector, and is returned
directly to the software.
As a balance between the desire to reduce the global traffic and to pick
high-priority nodes, we design PickHead to perform a fixed number of local
accesses between any pair of consecutive global accesses. Section 4.1 explains
the algorithm used to interleave global and local accesses.
No network access. After a PickHead instruction that performed a global
access, several subsequent PickHead invocations do not access the network at
all. Instead, they reuse the information that is currently stored in the Snap-
shot Memory. The goal is to reduce the network traffic without diminishing
the quality of node selection much.
Specifically, recall that a global access brings information on one node for
each of the physical queues. Such information is sorted and one of the top R
nodes is returned to the software. The information for such node in the Sorter
and Selector module is marked as consumed. Then, a subsequent PickHead
invocation reuses the sorted array of nodes in the Sorter and Selector module
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as follows. The hardware re-considers all the non-consumed entries in the
module, and randomly selects one to return to the software. That entry is
then marked as consumed. Note that the algorithm is otherwise not selective
in what nodes to re-consider. The reason is to maximize the chances of
attaining an available node. This process is repeated several times before
the snapshot is discarded. Algorithm details are shown in Section 4.1.
3.3 Interface to the Software
The Snug hardware is accessible with the four instructions in Table 3.1. The
first one is AllocHeads , which allocates one or more Work Registers to be
queue heads. AllocHeads takes two input operands and one output operand.
The inputs are the number of programmer-visible logical queues to allocate,
and the number of physical queues per logical queue. The physical queues of
each logical queue are distributed into as many different directory controllers
as possible. If the second input is zero, all the directory controllers in the
chip receive a physical queue for each of the logical queues.
Table 3.1: Snug instructions.
AllocHeads
input: Number of logical queues
input: Number of physical queues per logical queue
output: VAs of all the physical queues allocated
PickHead
input: ID of the logical queue
input: Did the CAS on previous PickHead node failed?
output: VA of the chosen physical queue to dequeue from
output: Pointer to the (expected) first node in chosen queue
UpdateHead
input: VA of the physical queue
input: Pointer to the node at the head of the physical queue
input: Pointer to the node to place at the queue’s head
input: Priority of the node to place at the queue’s head
output: Successful or failed outcome
FetchHead
input: VA of the physical queue
output: Pointer to the node at the head of the physical queue
AllocHeads returns the virtual addresses (VAs) of all the physical queues
allocated—i.e., the VAs of all the Work Registers allocated. For example,
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if the instruction allocates N logical queues with M physical queues each, it
returns a matrix with N × M VAs.
(a) Enqueue (b) Dequeue
Figure 3.3: Code to enqueue (a) and dequeue (b) a node with Snug.
PickHead was described in Section 3.2. It takes as input operands the ID
of a logical queue and a Boolean that indicates whether the CAS on the node
previously provided by PickHead failed. The output operands are the VA of
the chosen physical queue to dequeue from, and a pointer to the (expected)
first node in that queue.
UpdateHead performs a CAS to modify a Work Register and, hence, to
change the head of the corresponding physical queue. It changes the two fields
of the Work Register—i.e., the pointer to the head node and its priority—
atomically. It is used in both the enqueue and dequeue PQ library operations.
UpdateHead takes four input and one output operands (Table 3.1). The
first input is the VA of the physical queue. The second input is the expected
value of the pointer to the node at the head of the queue. The third and
fourth inputs contain information about the node that the instruction wants
to place at the head of the queue: a pointer to it and its priority. If this
instruction succeeds, both pointer and priority in the Work Register are
updated; if it fails, no change is made. The output is a Boolean with the
outcome of the operation.
This operation is performed in a CAS hardware unit in the directory con-
troller. In this way, operands do not have to flow from the directory controller
to the core and back. A similar unit is provided in current GPUs to perform
CASes in the cache hierarchy [24, 25]. Also note that, with this support,
Snug can perform arbitrary writes to the queue head.
FetchHead reads the pointer field of a Work Register and, thus, obtains the
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head of a physical queue. It is used as part of the enqueue library operation,
which needs to check the current value of the queue head to be able to change
it with UpdateHead . FetchHead takes an input operand with the VA of the
physical queue, and an output operand that receives the pointer to the node
at the head of the queue.
3.4 Enqueue and Dequeue Operations
The previous instructions are not typically used directly by programmers.
Instead, they are used in the PQ library to allocate queues and to perform
the node enqueue and dequeue operations. Figures 3.3(a) and (b) show
pseudo-code for the routines that enqueue and dequeue a node, respectively.
Note that the programs that call the PQ library do not know about physical
queues; they only reference logical queues.
For simplicity, Figures 3.3(a) and (b) focus on the physical deletions. We
omit the details of handling logical deletions (Section 2.2), which are orthog-
onal to Snug. Such details are discussed in Appendix A. In addition, the
figures use simple linked lists. In practice, high-performance concurrent PQ
libraries use the more efficient skip list [10]. Appendix B discusses how Snug
supports skip lists.
The enqueue routine (Figure 3.3(a)) is called with the ID of a logical queue
and a node to enqueue. The routine first determines the VA of the local
physical queue (Line 2); this is the queue where the node will be enqueued.
The routine then uses FetchHead to read the pointer to the node at the head
of the queue (Line 5). It then follows the linked list of nodes, reading the
priority of each node, to find the place to insert the new node (Lines 7-10).
If the node needs to be placed at the head, it uses UpdateHead to do so
and fill the Work Register (Line 14). Otherwise, it uses a plain CAS (Line
16). Either UpdateHead or CAS can fail; if it does, the routine goes back to
walking the queue to find where to enqueue.
The dequeue routine (Figure 3.3(b)) is called with the ID of the logical
queue with the node to be dequeued. It returns one of the highest-priority
nodes from the logical queue (not necessarily the highest one), by dequeueing
it from the appropriate physical queue. The routine first uses PickHead with
a clear PrevFailed? flag to find the VA of the physical queue and a pointer
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to the node (Line 29). Then, the routine tries to dequeue the node using
UpdateHead on the appropriate physical queue (Line 33). If UpdateHead
succeeds, the routine returns a pointer to the dequeued node. Otherwise,
the PrevFailed? flag is set and the routine repeats the use of PickHead and
UpdateHead until the dequeue succeeds.
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CHAPTER 4
DETAILED ASPECTS OF SNUG DESIGN
4.1 Algorithm to Pick the Node to Process
Snug’s algorithm for picking the next node to dequeue and process maintains
a balance between two objectives. On one hand, Snug aims to observe
globally up-to-date information about the PQ, so that it can pick a high-
priority node and minimize wasted work. On the other hand, Snug also
aims to avoid generating excessive network traffic, which would be the case if
all PickHead invocations visited all the Work Registers. As per Section 3.2,
Snug achieves this balance by complementing the use of global accesses with
two techniques. First, it reuses information in the Snapshot Memory provided
by a global access to satisfy a few subsequent PickHead executions. Second,
it interleaves several local queue accesses in between two consecutive global
accesses.
The Decision Logic unit in the PickHead module (Figure 3.2) divides the
stream of PickHead instruction executions into phases. Each phase begins
with PickHead instruction that performs a global access, followed by U ex-
ecutions of PickHead that reuse the snapshot, and finally L executions of
PickHead that generate requests to nearby queues.
Snug reuses the obtained snapshot to identify additional high-priority
nodes without generating additional network traffic. Recall that the snap-
shot contains many nodes, each of which was at the head of a physical queue
at the time of the sample. These nodes are typically good candidates for
processing. Eventually, however, the snapshot data becomes stale, as other
processors dequeue items from the various queues. Therefore, after U Pick-
Head executions, Snug discards the snapshot.
Snug then switches to visiting only nearby queues for L times, without
obtaining a global snapshot. This trades off the quality of the executed work
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for short periods, in order to avoid excessive network traffic. Specifically,
Snug identifies a few local queues that, according to the current data in the
Snapshot Memory, contain nodes. In the next L PickHead executions, Snug
repeatedly accesses these local queues, uses the Sorter and Selector module
to sort the responses, and returns to the software the highest-priority node
among them. Following these L local accesses, a new phase begins, leading
to the next PickHead triggering a global access.
4.2 Sorting the Nodes
After the Snapshot Memory receives a batch of 3-tuples from a set of queues,
the Sorter & Selector module sorts these tuples in the order of decreasing
priority. This is done using a hardware sorting network. Specifically, the
module uses a Bitonic sorting network [26] for its low time and space over-
heads. Given n tuples, the network consists of log n × (log n + 1)/2 sorting
stages, and uses n× log n× (log n + 1)/4 comparator units. Each stage has
n/2 comparator units that work concurrently, giving the overall network its
speed.
In a global access, the Sorter & Selector module reads a register that
contains the current time and performs a modulo operation with the current
value of R. The result is an index that the module uses to select one tuple
in the sorted array of tuples. In a local access, the Sorter & Selector module
simply selects the highest-priority tuple. In either case, the tuple’s physical
queue and node pointer are passed to the software. The sorted list of tuples
is kept latched in the Sorter & Selector module so that it can be reused in
future PickHead executions.
4.2.1 Setting the Relaxation Count
The Relaxation Count (R) is a parameter that determines the quality of work
for the first PickHead in a phase. It is defined as the maximum number of
sorted nodes in the Sorter & Selector module from which one will be returned
to the software. If R is too high, it may induce wasted work; if it is too low,
it may cause UpdateHead failures in the dequeue routine (Figure 3.3(b)).
To set R, we use real-time feedback from the application on how frequently
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these UpdateHead operations fail. Since only the first PickHead in a phase
performs a global access to create a fresh snapshot, we use the failure rate of
only the UpdateHead operation immediately following the first PickHead to
change R. Modified in this way, the value of R serves as an indicator of the
global contention in the system at any time.
While the optimal R is likely to change across the execution time of an
application, it is important that its value be impervious to short-term fluctu-
ations of the UpdateHead failure rate, and instead reflect long-term trends or
cycles. For this reason, we use the Exponential Moving Average (EMA) [27],
a widely used indicator in statistical technical analysis.
As shown in Figure 3.2, the PickHead module includes a Double Expo-
nential Moving Average (DEMA) unit, which receives information from the
Decision Logic on how frequently UpdateHead failures occur for the first Pick-
Head in a phase. The information is comprised of a single bit—1 for failure,
0 for success. Intuitively, observing many occurrences of 1 suggests that R
is too small, while observing many 0 values suggests it is too high.
We define a segment as a series of bits of the same value (either 1 or 0)
passed by the Decision Logic to the DEMA unit. On a segment termination,
the DEMA unit uses the length of the segment to compute the following:
EMA = α ∗ sign ∗ length+ (1− α) ∗ EMA
DEMA = β ∗ EMA+ (1− β) ∗DEMA
where length is the number of entries in the segment, and α and β are constant
parameters. The variable sign is 1 for a segment of 1s and -1 for a segment
of 0s. With this setup, UpdateHead failures tend to push the DEMA slowly
in the positive direction, while a string of UpdateHead successes move it in
the opposite direction. Note that the DEMA changes only slowly.
When the application starts, the DEMA unit uses a default initial value
R0. During execution, the unit divides the time into windows of fixed size,
and keeps calculating the DEMA. It keeps a positive DEMA threshold (Tpos)
and a negative one (Tneg). If the DEMA has been above Tpos anytime in each
of the previous two windows, the DEMA unit increases R one notch; if the
DEMA has been below Tneg anytime in each of the previous two windows, R
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Figure 4.1: Example of how Snug sets R.
Since each core computes its DEMA value independently, each core also
modulates its own R independently. Interestingly, relaxation by one core has
the serendipitous effect of reducing contention for sibling cores. As such, in
most scenarios, some cores do not need to increase R as much as others, and
can converge on a smaller R value.
Overall, R changes as the application executes different sections, and as
different applications execute. However, this process is invisible to the pro-





We perform our evaluation with cycle-accurate simulation of a 64-core chip
using the GEM5 simulator [28]. Table 5.1 shows the baseline architecture
modeled. We model a two-level hierarchical network design with clustering—
8 cores share a single L2, and the 8 cache-coherent L2s are connected to a
shared, 8-banked L3 with a crossbar.
Table 5.1: Parameters of the architecture evaluated.
Parameter Value
Architecture 64 cores on chip
Core 2 GHz, single-issue
Private L1 Caches 32KB-I, 32KB-D WB, 8-way, 2 cycles hit la-
tency
Per-cluster L2 Cache 1MB WB, 16-way, 12 cycles hit latency
Shared L3 16MB WB, 8 banks, 16-way, 30 cycles hit
latency
Cache line size 64B
Coherence Two-level MOESI directory protocol
Network 32B wide, hierarchical, crossbar with snoop
filters
Main memory ≈ 200 cycles
Snug Parameters
Snapshot reuses (U) 4
Local accesses (L) 4
R0, Window 32, 100K cycles
DEMA thresholds Tpos = 5, Tneg = -2.5
EMA, DEMA constants α = 0.6, β = 0.6
Bitonic sorting network delay 21 cycles
We compare the following concurrent priority queue (PQ) implementa-
tions:
Centralized skip list (SW-SK ). This skip list implementation is based on
the algorithm outlined in [20]. The levels for new skipped nodes are chosen
based on a geometric distribution. The maximum number of levels is 24.
Centralized SprayList (SW-SP). This SprayList builds on top of the
skip list by spraying the Pops over a range of starting nodes in the list. We
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use the SprayList parameters as advised by the authors in [12]. The spray
is started at the height of blog2 tc + 1, and the jump length at each level
is blog2 tc + 1, where t is the number of threads. The number of levels to
descent between jumps is 1, and the maximum number of levels is 24.
Distributed software (SW-D). This is a distributed software PQ with
a per-core skip list. Threads always enqueue to their local skip list. For
dequeue, the local skip list is tried first, failing which the thread attempts to
steal work from nearby skip lists.
Centralized hardware (HW-C ). This design is a centralized version of
Snug. It consists of a single shared skip list with a single, centralized Work
Register. It uses the FetchHead and UpdateHead instructions to access the
Work Register (Section 3.3). A single Work Register obviates the need for a
PickHead instruction.
Distributed hardware (HW-D). This is Snug. It uses distributed skip
lists, each of which is supported by a Work Register at the directories.
Threads always enqueue to their local queue. For dequeue, a PickHead in-
struction returns the node to dequeue as described in Section 4.1. For the L
local accesses, we use the following algorithm. A PickHead visits only a single
queue. By default, such a queue is the local one. However, if the data in the
Snapshot Memory indicates that the local queue is empty, instead PickHead
randomly visits one of the queues that the Snapshot Memory indicates is not
empty. Table 5.1 outlines Snug’s parameters.
Finally, we also evaluate a software version of Snug, where global dequeues
scan all the heads of the distributed queues in software. This PQ is an order
of magnitude slower than SW-D , due to the overhead of the serially scanning
of the queue heads. Therefore, we omit it from the evaluation.
5.2 Characterizing Applications
We evaluate Snug on three applications which use concurrent PQs, two from
graph analytics and an event-driven simulation.
Graph analytics. The Single-Source Shortest-Paths (SSSP) application
uses Dijkstra’s algorithm [18] to compute the shortest distance to all graph
nodes, starting from a source node. Parallelism is exposed by relaxing nodes
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Figure 5.1: Execution time of the evaluated applications and inputs on
different priority queue implementations.
out of priority order (Section 2.1). Out-of-order scheduling could lead to
multiple, redundant relaxations of some nodes, creating wasted work. This
could increase the convergence time of the algorithm, though correctness is
never violated. We base our SSSP implementation on the Push-operator [2],
since we found it to constantly outperform the pull-operator based approach.
Breadth-First Search (BFS) uses the same algorithm as SSSP, but the weight
of all the edges of the graph is 1. As we show in Section 5.3, using unit-
edge weights drastically changes how the application responds to the various
priority queue schedulers.
Event-driven simulation. Discrete Event Simulation (DES) is a system-
modeling program with wide variety of use cases [29, 30]. The progress of
the system is determined by the execution of events, some of which have
dependence on other events, thereby creating a partial order. For our im-
plementation, we generate a matrix of dependencies between events based
on the approach outlined in [12]. For an event, the number of events that
are dependent on it is distributed geometrically with δ, and the mean dis-
tance between the source and dependent node is parameterized with γ. We
synthesize three input matrices for the DES application with a fixed δ and
different values of γ. To load-balance the distributed queue variants (SW-D
and HW-D), events are inserted into all the queues in a round-robin fashion
at the beginning of the program. When a thread dequeues an event, it checks
if all the dependencies for that event have been executed. If not, the event
is enqueued again; otherwise it is executed.
The input graphs for SSSP and BFS, and the input matrices for DES are
shown in Table 5.2. All runs in the evaluation are with 64 threads, each
pinned to one core. For the distributed PQs, 64 lists are instantiated, one
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Figure 5.2: Breakdown of the tasks in the applications into good and
wasted tasks.
Figure 5.3: Average bandwidth consumption in each of the global crossbar
ports connected to the core clusters.
local to each thread. For HW-D , 64 Work Registers are used. The execution
time measurements are for the region of interest, expunging the graph or
matrix load time.
Table 5.2: Program inputs.
Input Description
Graphs:
NY Road Road network graph for New York City with edge weights as the travel
time [31]. —V— = 264,346, —E— = 733,846
Scalefree Graph with degree distribution that follows the power law, generated with
R-MAT [32, 2]. —V— = 260,237, —E— = 2,097,152
Random Connected graph with random edges. —V— = 100,000, —E— = 400,000
Matrices:
M1 Number of events = 50K, δ = 10, γ = 20
M2 Number of events = 50K, δ = 10, γ = 100
M3 Number of events = 50K, δ = 10, γ = 200
To understand the behavior of the different PQ implementations, we recall
how our applications work. In the applications, each thread dequeues a single
unit of work from the PQ, processes it, and (possibly) enqueues one or more
units of work to the PQ. This process repeats in a loop.
We categorize the tasks based on the kind of work that was done in it—
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good tasks for good work, wasted tasks for wasted work. For SSSP and BFS,
good work consists of graph edge relaxations that update the label of a node
to its true distance (see Section 2.1), and wasted work consists of all the
remaining, redundant relaxations. Wasted work occurs either due to thread
concurrency and, most notably, relaxed PQ semantics. For DES, good work
consists of dequeueing an event after all of its dependencies have executed,
thereby enabling its own execution. Otherwise, the event is inserted back
into the PQ for later processing, and the task is classified as wasted.
5.3 Execution Time
Figure 5.1 compares the execution time of the applications and inputs under
the different PQ implementations. For each application and input, we show,
from left to right, SW-SK , SW-SP , SW-D , HW-C , and HW-D , all normal-
ized to SW-SK . The time is broken down into Pop synchronization (the time
spent in PQ dequeue operations), Push synchronization (the time spent in
PQ enqueue operations), good work, wasted work, and runtime (which is the
execution of auxiliary code, such as thread termination).
To understand these bars, Figure 5.2 provides a breakdown of the total
tasks executed in the program classified into good and wasted tasks. The
total number of tasks is normalized to the number in SW-SK . Note that
wasted tasks affect the execution in two ways. First, they induce redundant
processing of graph edges or events. These cycles appear as wasted work
in Figure 5.1. Second, they cause extraneous enqueues and dequeues to the
PQ, thereby increasing synchronization time. This causes an increase in the
Push and Pop times in Figure 5.1.
In the following, we consider all the PQ implementations in detail except
for HW-C . It differs from SW-SK mostly by having a single Work Register
which points to the highest-priority task. In general, its overall performance
is similar to SW-SK . In some cases, it performs slightly worse than SW-SK
due to the extra overheads of the new instructions.
SSSP. As shown in Figure 5.1, HW-D performs well in SSSP. On average
across the three inputs, it reduces the execution time by 1.2×, 1.5×, and
4.7× compared to SW-SK , SW-SP , and SW-D , respectively. A comparison
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between HW-D and the state-of-the-art SW-SK shows the advantages of
HW-D . HW-D reduces the Pop time substantially, while only increasing
the Push time slightly. HW-D reduces Pop time because it eliminates the
contention on the queue head in SW-SK with the use of distributed queues
and the PickHead instruction, avoiding a central point of contention. HW-
D ’s Push time is slightly higher than SW-SK because HW-D is more relaxed,
and it ends up creating slightly more bad work (Figure 5.2) and enqueuing
more tasks.
HW-D performs much better than SW-SP and SW-D because these two
PQ implementations spend substantial time in wasted work—especially on
the NY-Road input. SW-SP returns tasks from among the first O(t log3 t)
ones in the PQ (with high probability), where t is the number of threads
(Section 2.1). For sparse graphs like NY-Road, the number of tasks in the
PQ is small. This causes SW-SP to return a random task, ignoring the
priorities altogether, and leads to wasted work. Moreover, in a small PQ, the
SW-SP ’s random walks often reach the end of the list. When this happens,
SW-SP subsequently performs a linear scan of the PQ, to make sure no work
was missed [12], and this increases Pop time.
Similarly, SW-D has significant wasted work. This is because each thread
takes tasks from its own queue, without looking for the highest-priority task.
The lack of synchronization overheads in SW-D is unable to compensate for
this wasted work.
BFS. HW-D performs even better in BFS, reducing the average execution
time by 1.8×, 4.5×, and 3.3× compared to SW-SK , SW-SP , and SW-D ,
respectively (Figure 5.1). In BFS, all the edges of the graph have a weight
of 1. This increases the available parallelism, since there are now multiple
paths of the same distance from the source node to each destination. This
changes the behavior of the PQs implementations.
HW-D attains better performance than the centralized PQs (SW-SK and
SW-SP) because of the reduced synchronization. Specifically, Pop time is
lower because HW-D distributes the dequeues across many queues, and Push
time is lower because the enqueues traverse shorter per-core queues.
HW-D is also faster than SW-D because the latter still has substantial
wasted work in the NY-Road input. This can be seen both in Figure 5.2 and
in Figure 5.1. As each thread takes tasks from its own queue, it is likely to
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find low-priority tasks. The other inputs (Random and Scalefree) are denser
graphs, which result in much less wasted work.
DES. Finally, in DES, HW-D reduces the average execution time by 2.1×
and 11× compared to SW-SK and SW-SP , respectively. However, it is on
average slightly slower than SW-D (Figure 5.1). To understand this behav-
ior, we note that, in DES, it is easy to generate wasted tasks (Figure 5.2).
Parallel threads dequeue simulation events before all of their dependencies
are executed, which produces a large number of wasted tasks. Threads spend
substantial time dequeuing and enqueuing wasted tasks. The work done per
wasted task, however, is tiny.
In this environment, centralized PQ implementations like SW-SK and SW-
SP suffer from significant synchronization time. The problem is especially
acute in SW-SP due to the previously discussed issue of a sub-optimal spray.
Therefore, these two implementations are not competitive.
Since SW-D is more relaxed than HW-D , it executes more wasted tasks
than HW-D (Figure 5.2). However, since the tasks are very small, the actual
wasted work time is small and does not hurt SW-D ’s execution time (Fig-
ure 5.1). Since, in addition, synchronization is very cheap in SW-D , SW-D
ends up having an execution time that is on average 8% lower than HW-D .
Overall, we see that several factors determine the performance of PQ im-
plementations. However, averaged across all applications and inputs, Snug’s
HW-D design in Figure 5.1 reduces the execution time by 1.6×, 4.9×, and
3.4× compared to the state-of-the-art skip list, SprayList, and software dis-
tributed PQs, respectively. Compared to the latter two relaxed PQ designs,
it can be shown that HW-D reduces the number of wasted tasks by 4.4× and
18.2×, respectively.
Snug attempts to observe globally up-to-date information about the PQ
while avoiding the creation of excessive network traffic due to accesses to the
Work Registers. To assess the resulting traffic, we measure the bandwidth
consumption in the ports of the global crossbar that connect to the core
clusters. Figure 5.3 shows the average bandwidth consumption in each of
those ports of the global crossbar in bytes per cycle. We consider all the
network traffic, including the traffic that is unrelated to PQ accesses. We
show data for all the PQ implementations, applications, and inputs.
We see that, on average, the centralized PQs (SW-SK and HW-C ) and the
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software distributed one (SW-D) consume the least amount of bandwidth.
Out of all the PQ implementations, Snug consumes the most bandwidth on
average—about 4.7× compared to SW-SK , and 3.5× compared to the best-
performing alternative design on each application, as shown in Figure 5.1.
Crucially, however, Snug’s bandwidth consumption is modest in absolute
terms. On average across all applications, Snug consumes 1.33 bytes per
cycle, or 4.1% of the crossbar’s 32 bytes per cycle link capacity, which is the
same link capacity assumed in related work [33] and deployed in commercial
processors such as Intel’s Haswell.
5.4 Sensitivity Analysis
The algorithm to pick the next node to process (Section 4.1) has two main
parameters, namely the number of local accesses (L), and the number of
snapshot reuses (U). Our Snug design sets both parameters to 4. In this
section, we change these values one at a time.
Figure 5.4 shows the sensitivity of Snug’s execution time and network
traffic to changes in the L parameter, as we vary it from 0 to 4 and 8. In
all cases, U is kept at 4. For each setting, the figure shows a bar for each
application and input data. For a given application and input, the bars are
normalized to the (L = 4, U = 4) setting. The execution time bars are broken
down into the usual categories.
We see that the performance of Snug is sensitive to L. When L = 0,
Snug dequeues better tasks, since each PickHead creates a new snapshot
and selects a node from the top R nodes. However, this design creates higher
traffic in the network, due to the higher frequency of global accesses. As a
result, while the execution time is lower for some cases, it is higher for others.
Due to the high traffic, this configuration is not desirable. At the other end,
when L = 8, Snug dequeues more low-priority tasks from the local queue.
For some applications, this means more wasted work, and even more traffic.
The execution time goes slightly up for most applications. Overall, the best
design is for L = 4.
Figure 5.5 shows the sensitivity to changes in U . The charts are organized
as in Figure 5.4. We see that the performance also changes with U . When




Figure 5.4: Sensitivity to the number of local accesses (L).
results in an increase in the execution time of several of the applications and
inputs. On the other hand, when U = 8, the snapshot is reused past the
point when the information is useful. As a result, the Pop time increases,
producing a slightly higher execution time. In summary, U = 4 is the best
design point.
5.5 Characterizing R Adaptivity
The PickHead module in each core adjusts the Relaxation Count R based on




Figure 5.5: Sensitivity to the number of reuses of a snapshot (U).
Figure 5.6 shows two representative examples of R’s behavior as the appli-
cation executes: SSSP on the NY-Road graph, and DES on the M3 matrix.
The X-axis is the normalized execution time. At each point in time, the
figures show the average value of R across all cores. In both cases, we start
with our default R0 = 32.
SSSP on the NY-Road graph (Figure 5.6(a)) demonstrates how Snug ad-
justs R so that it picks the highest-quality tasks to execute without causing
synchronization hotspots. When the application starts, there is only one
task in one queue. Therefore, initially, all cores attempt to dequeue this
task. Slowly, more work is being created and deposited in other queues.
Overall, this is a period of high contention on the handful of queues that
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(a) SSSP on NY-Road graph. (b) DES on M3 matrix.
Figure 5.6: Average value of the Relaxation count (R) across all cores as
the applications progress.
contain tasks. As a result, R increases quickly from its initial value of 32.
Gradually, all queues obtain tasks. Since R is large enough to distribute
the concurrent dequeues across the many queues, synchronizations succeed.
This drives the DEMA value (Section 4.2.1) below the negative threshold,
and triggers a decrease in R. The descent continues as long as the cores do
not observe enough dequeue conflicts. The relatively slow rate of descent is
affected by the fact that only global accesses affect the DEMA. Finally, as
the application runs out of work and most queues become empty again, the
contention increases. This causes the final spike in R.
DES on the M3 matrix (Figure 5.6(b)) shows a different behavior, in which
R remains close to its initial value. The difference in behavior from SSSP is
due to two reasons. First, the section of execution that we evaluate starts
after work has been distributed across all the queues. This eliminates the
initial contention that lead R to increase in Figure 5.6(a). More importantly,
however, is the fact that DES has tasks with very little work, and substantial
contention. Thus, synchronization fails often, and the DEMA value rarely




The Galois [2] graph analytics system contains a priority-based scheduler
named OBIM, which has been shown to outperform PQ designs based on
Intel’s TBB library [23]. Like relaxed PQs, OBIM may execute tasks out
of priority order. OBIM is closely tied to the Galois system, requiring users
to port applications to Galois in order to use it. Snug targets general data
structure libraries.
Providing hardware support for queueing in a multiprocessor environment
has received much interest [33, 34, 35, 36, 37]. Carbon [34] is an architec-
ture for efficient task queueing and scheduling in hardware. It focuses on
applications with fine-grained tasks. It provides cores with dedicated hard-
ware queues and orchestrates the movement of tasks between the queues.
ADM [36] accelerates fine-grained task scheduling by providing a per-core
hardware messaging module. Bypassing the memory hierarchy, the module
enables effective communication between threads, which manage task queues
in software.
Swarm [33, 38] mines parallelism from sequential programs written in a
task-based programming model. Swarm builds on prior TLS and HTM
schemes. It executes tasks speculatively and out of order, and efficiently
speculates thousands of tasks ahead of the earliest task to uncover ordered
parallelism. In contrast, Snug targets parallel programs, which already ex-
plicitly synchronize, and thus has a simpler hardware mechanism that is not
based on speculation. Swarm also supports task queueing in hardware. In
Swarm, cores enqueue tasks to a randomly chosen remote queue and dequeue
tasks from their local queue. In Snug, cores enqueue locally and dequeue
either remotely or locally.
The CASPAR [39] architecture executes certain contending CAS instruc-
tions in parallel instead of serially. CASPAR applies to CASes in enqueue
operations, whose written value is known early-on. In contrast, Snug ad-
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dresses the contention in dequeue operations, to which CASPAR does not
apply. Whereas CASPAR focuses on improving the scalability of contended
CAS instructions, Snug attempts to avoid contention altogether by relaxing
the PQ data structure; Snug thus leverages higher-level insights, about the
compatibility of algorithms with relaxed PQs, rather than low-level insights




Current priority-based task scheduling algorithms pose an unfortunate trade-
off: alleviating the synchronization hotspot by using relaxed PQs leads to
wasted work. To avoid this trade-off, this thesis introduced the Snug archi-
tecture. Snug consists of per-core Work Registers, a node pick instruction
and other ISA extensions, and a module for dynamically adapting the relax-
ation in task selection.
We evaluated Snug on a simulated 64-core chip. We compared the exe-
cution time of graph and discrete event simulation applications under Snug
and several other PQ algorithms. Such algorithms included software-only
PQs based on a skip list, a SprayList, and a distributed skip list; and a
hardware-based centralized PQ. We found that Snug relaxes the priority or-
der in a PQ algorithm by just the right amount, selecting high-quality tasks
while avoiding hotspots, minimizing wasted work, and consuming acceptable
network bandwidth. Snug reduces the average execution time of the appli-
cations by 1.6×, 4.9× and 3.4× compared to the state-of-the-art skip list,
SprayList, and software-distributed PQs, respectively. Moreover, compared
to the latter two relaxed PQ designs, Snug reduces the number of wasted




Logical deletions in concurrent lists are required to maintain atomicity of
deletions in the face of concurrent operations. Deleting a node x by updat-
ing only its predecessor’s next pointer might undo the effect of a concurrent
operation that updates x. To prevent such an atomicity violation, an oper-
ation should only update the predecessor’s next pointer (physical deletion)
after first logically deleting the target node. Logical deletion prevents concur-
rent operations from updating the node. The standard approach for logical
deletions involves co-locating a flag bit with the LSB of the next field [21, 40].
Updates fail (and retry) if they observe that their target node has this flag
bit set; this ensures that the CAS of an update succeeds only if the pointer




A skip list is a sorted linked list where individual nodes are linked into multi-
ple sorted lists, in an effort to speed-up searches by “skipping over” irrelevant
nodes. In a skip list, a node has an array of next pointers, not just one, linking
it into multiple lists. Thanks to skipping, a skip list search traverses n nodes
in O(log n) time (expected). Concurrent skip list algorithms support scal-
able read-mostly searches and insertions, and can access the highest-priority
node in O(1) time [19, 41, 42, 11]. Concurrent skip lists are a popular choice
for concurrent PQs [6, 8, 10, 11]. Snug’s mechanisms are compatible with
a skip list-based PQ. In this case, the Work Register stores the head of the
bottom-level list. The heads of the other, higher-level lists, remain located
in memory and are maintained by the software PQ library.
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